
PARSING
A newsletter of interesting things mailed out once a month or until we’re done.
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Oblique Strategies is a card-based method for promoting creativity jointly created by Brian Eno and Peter Schmidt, � rst published in 1975. Physi-
cally, it takes the form of a deck of 7-by-9-centimetre printed cards in a black box. Each card o ers a challenging constraint intended to help artists 

break creative blocks by encouraging lateral thinking.
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 The last couple of issues have been on the 
heavier side and I wanted to lighten it up this 
month by introducing two new series that I've been 
wanting to explore further: Just a Formality—a 
series I began in 2016 which examines the poetic 
relationships between unrelated scenes and 
Sincerely—which features letters and articles writ-
ten by my dad, Daniel Spector. I've spent the past 
couple of months encouraging the man I was 
named after to submit his writing to outlets that 
are much more reputable than this little zine but 
he refuses any fanfare, which I find commendable 
but also exhausting. Since he doesn't have the same 
insatiable need to create and share content like his 
favorite* daughter than I plan to just tack on an 'a' 
to the end of his name and submit his work under a 
new pen name that maybe also helps with my SEO.
—Daniel(a) Spector

*years of research support the claim that parents do in fact have a 'favorite child' so I would like to use this time and place to confirm that I am the 
favorite. My condolences to the second favorite, Fara. This is not conjecture and is definitely a pure fact. I am glad we finally settled this. 
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THINGS I LIKE LIST
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UGLY YAWNING BEHIND A 
MASK  8 SLIDING AROUND  

YOUR APARTMENT IN SOCKS 
8 FRAGRANT HAND SANI-

TIZER 8 SLOWING DOWN 8 
SPEEDING BACK UP 8 YOUR 

FAVORITE SWEATPANTS 
BACK FROM THE LAUNDRY 8 
DINING IN THE BUS LANE LIKE 

IT'S NOT WEIRD 8 LIGHT-
NESS OF NEW BEGINNINGS 
8 CULTIVATING QUIET 

RITUALS 8 ASKING FOR 
ADVICE AND NOT TAKING IT 
8 LETTING THE UNIVERSE 

DECIDE FOR YOU 8 RECOG-
NIZING A FRIEND FROM 

BEHIND A MASK

THINGS I LIKE LIST PANDEMIC EDITION
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JUST A FORMALITY
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JUST A FORMALITY EXAMINING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN UNRELATED SCENES
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GRATITUDE LIST

Whenever I'm feeling particularly morose—which is often given the current state of a airs—I start a new Gratitude list. It's slightly di erent from  the Things I Like list in that gratitude allows you to overcome a sense of entitlement and deservedness, which happens often when I'm wallowing 
or spending too much time on social media. They can range from simple pleasures to complex emotions. It's also okay if you have repeats. Find the  good patterns in your life and lean into them. Start by setting a reminder on your phone to contribute to this list at the beginning or end of each 
week. If you're really invested - set one each day.  Once you've completed the entire month— tuck this newsletter away: between books, inside a bag,  under that pile of papers on your desk that you've been meaning to organize, and then forget about it. When you're having a bad day, dig it out of 
whatever crevice it's hidden in and re� ect on the good times you had before we unlock a new level in the " how fucked up can 2020 get" game.

WEEK 1 WEEK 2 
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GRATITUDE LIST OCTOBER 2020

Whenever I'm feeling particularly morose—which is often given the current state of a airs—I start a new Gratitude list. It's slightly di erent from  the Things I Like list in that gratitude allows you to overcome a sense of entitlement and deservedness, which happens often when I'm wallowing 
or spending too much time on social media. They can range from simple pleasures to complex emotions. It's also okay if you have repeats. Find the  good patterns in your life and lean into them. Start by setting a reminder on your phone to contribute to this list at the beginning or end of each 
week. If you're really invested - set one each day.  Once you've completed the entire month— tuck this newsletter away: between books, inside a bag,  under that pile of papers on your desk that you've been meaning to organize, and then forget about it. When you're having a bad day, dig it out of 
whatever crevice it's hidden in and re� ect on the good times you had before we unlock a new level in the " how fucked up can 2020 get" game.

WEEK 3 WEEK 4 
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SINCERELY
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SINCERELY LETTERS, ARTICLES, AND OTHER WRITINGS BY DANIEL SPECTOR
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Please send thoughts, recommendations, submissions,  and spelling corrections to hi@danielaspector.com !
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Please send thoughts, recommendations, submissions,  and spelling corrections to hi@danielaspector.com !
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OCTOBER 2020

danielaspector.com




